February 4, 2016
RE: OPPOSITION TO SB 2393 “RELATING TO IMMUNIZATION PRACTICES”
PURSUANT TO REGULATORY CAPTURE AT THE U.S. DEPT. OF HEALTH
AND HUMAN SERVICES, THE CDC, AND THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON
IMMUNIZATION PRACTICES.
TO: Honorable State Senators Baker, Chun Oakland, Dela Cruz, Kidani, Nishihara,
Shimabukuro, Tokuda, Espero, Keith-Agaran, Kim, and to whom it may concern.
My name is Dr. Leonard G. Horowitz. I am the author of eighteen books and six
documentary films dealing with drug industry secrets, bioterrorism risks, genetic
engineering firms, and vaccination policies that are risking or damaging public health.
I have repeatedly appraised government agents and agencies about the risks of multinational corporations effecting “regulatory capture,” central to Republican
Presidential candidate Donald Trump’s concerns about children given too many
vaccines; and Democratic contender, Bernie Sanders’ concerns about corporatism
destroying America and our capacity to secure government operations for We The
People. These matters relate directly to SB 2393, that would be best titled,
“IMMUNIZATIONS RELATING TO GENOCIDAL IMPOSITIONS BY SPECIAL
INTERESTS.”
Reckless, irresponsible, seditious, and treasonous, best describes this railroading
of citizens into risky and damaging mandatory intoxications—falsely claimed “safe
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and effective.” SB 2393 cedes public trust and scientific discernment to grossly
untrustworthy agents and agencies with purportedly no conflicting interests. “The
purpose of this Act,” it is claimed, is “the rapid adoption, amendment, or repeal of
rules.”
In other words, let’s just trash civility and democracy in favor of corporate
fascism, legislative indifference to corporate influence, and potentially lethal
administrative processes regarding what shall be injected into citizens’ bodies. These
decision shall be henceforth made rapidly, secretly, and exclusively by a handful of
foreign regulators outrageously biased in favor of germ theories and genetic
engineering, all germ-cult members rabidly opposed to alternative views of disease
and healthcare; people who are intolerant to religious beliefs, cross cultural
philosophies, conflicting science, and natural medicine. Hail the CDC and members of
ACIP that sets the vaccination schedule, such as Rotavirus vaccine patent holder, Dr.
Paul Offit--infamous for leveraging his conflicting interests and wildly libeling the
honorable Dr. Andrew Wakefield, who Offit and the corporate-controlled media made
the poster boy for vicious character assassinations against anti-vaccinationists keen on
a controversial publication in the Lancet. Therein, Dr. Wakefield and his team simply
urged more study of apparent associations between the time of MMR vaccination and
groups of children suffering from brain damage and digestive disorders. Scientific
fraud was committed by chief CDC officials bribed to conceal these horrifying
associations. Data linking brain damage to MMR vaccines, especially in African
American boys, was censored. Criminal scientific evidence tampering occurred at the
highest levels of the CDC. This was exposed by the study’s lead investigator, Dr.
William Thompson, who was promptly blacklisted and defamed like Wakefield for
revealing the censored study documents that provided prima facie evidence of the
regulatory capture by agents of Big Pharma, Big Biotech, and Big Money.
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Locally, according to the CDC, Dr. Sarah Park has done a wonderful job
administering a petro-chemical/pharmaceutical response to the dengue fever outbreak,
yet this acknowledgment demands reconsideration. The facts and documents I exhibit
in the video presentation I prepared for the Hawaii County Council, and hereby submit
to this committee for private viewing, evidence multi-national corporations profiting
from Hawaii’s dengue fever outbreaks, developing vaccines, and the weaker Zika
virus threatening pregnant women and infants. Oxitec agents solicited Dr. Park to
release genetically-modified mosquitoes to combat the Aedes vector. Others sold
Bayer Corporation’s Aqua Reslin—known to damage children’s brains, water life,
wild life, and honey bees.
In essence, Dr. Park and local health department supporters of this law are
advancing strategies encouraged by concealed special interests that have similarly
corrupted the National Conference of State Legislatures that has spurred this
legislation. The NCSL Foundation supporters in 2013 included Bill Gates, whose
foundation contributed more than a half million dollars to advance related laws after
the Microsoft and MSNBC king pin lectured on the capacity of vaccines to depopulate
fifteen percent of humanity, justifying Gates’s “immunization” recommendations and
“educational” contributions. In 2015, other large multi-national corporations
contributed to support this same legislation advancing nationally, including healthcare
companies clearly profiting from poisoned environments and sick and dying citizens.
For these reasons, SB 2393 should be stricken from 2016 legislative
consideration, as similar legislation was struck last week in Virginia.
Thank you, in advance, for acting in good faith and good conscience by rejecting
SB 2393.
Sincerely yours in accordance with public duty,
LEONARD G. HOROWITZ, DMD, MA, MPH, DNM (hon.), DMM (hon.)
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